
LET’S START
TOGETHER!



WE  GROW  TOGETHER

ONTOLOGY OF VALUE

Our mission is to help professionals and teams build their future and

grow to their full potential by discovering their strengths and honing

their craft, building and nourishing bonds, and aggregating wealth.

We believe that fulfillment comes from growing together. Our vision

is the Green Ocean: an ecosystem in which we not only avoid

competition with other professionals and teams but also actively

support each other.

OUR MISSION

Developing a new career requires commitment and self-awareness.

How to quickly adapt to the new reality, create a bond with the new

employer and coworkers, and build value in the new workplace?

Some new employees might experience difficulty with adaptation,

especially when they come from a different working culture.

An academic who started their first corporate job? A freelancer

coming back to an employment contract after twenty years of

independent work? A professional who changed their career track

and is now making first steps in their new field? An individualist

who has just joined a dynamic team? A team player who needs to

work on the project in isolation?

OUR OBJECTIVES

OUR APPROACH

Let’s Start Together!

https://ontologyofvalue.com/

Nijmegen, the Netherlands

We help the employee adapt in the following six steps:

The Individual Coaching Program 
Would you like to help the new member on your team kick start their

career at your workplace on a high note? We will be most happy to help!

https://odyssey-careers.com/


1 We talk with the employee about their background,

education, plans for life, and how their current position falls

into this long-term picture. We discuss how the employee

can grow in the current role, which aspects of the job they

appreciate the most, in which aspects they can see their

potential weaknesses, and in which areas they still need to

improve.

This first session ends with the Ontology of Value  test: our

aptitude test that helps the employee in defining their profile

as a value builder and determining their natural fit to various

working cultures. This test will help to enter determine the

objectives in the coaching program and focus on specific

aspects of the employee’s mindset that might currently limit

their potential at work. 

Session 1: Let’s Get To Know Each Other!

Nijmegen, the Netherlands
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In this session, we further use the Ontology of Value     

 System. Based on the results from the Ontology of Value  

 test, we discuss the role towards other team members in

which the employee naturally develops themselves best. A

creator or a specialist? A linchpin or an investor? We discuss

the test results and compare them to the employee’s

personal feelings and observations from the workplace.

We will also teach the employee functional strategies for

building bonds with their colleagues. How to best find a

common tongue with people coming from various working

backgrounds? How to find a team spirit? How to share the

passion of the company leaders and managers? 

Session 2: Finding Identity On The Team & Building

Bonds

Nijmegen, the Netherlands

Core competencies mean much more than transferrable skills

these are the biggest personal strengths associated with

activities that the employee finds the most joyful. To best

develop as a professional, one will need to learn how to

recognize, develop, and utilize their core competencies. In

this session, the employee will go through a number of self-

development exercises in search of the skills that give them

an edge at workplace.

Session 3: Discovering the Core Competencies
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4 Joining new working environment requires learning new

official and unofficial rules. What are the factors for success,

and how to excel in this environment? In this session, the

employee will learn techniques necessary to better

understand the structure and mechanisms underlying their

new working environment. This knowledge will be necessary

to independently build a career in the new workplace and

best channel the employee’s energy in the future.

Session 4: Factors For Success

Nijmegen, the Netherlands

5
Every career is fueled by self-discipline. How to stay

productive under any circumstances? In this session, we will

help the employee determine their most productive rhythm

and develop mechanisms of self-control and self-regulation

to help them perform at work to the best of their abilities.

Session 5: Self-management / Time-management

Techniques

6
Career development is a life-long journey! In today’s job

market, a personal brand is not only the domain of

entrepreneurs and artists but of all professionals. Namely, to

develop a career, one needs to build a name in their field as a

reliable, ethical, knowledgeable, and collaborative

professional with a sense of mission. How to take care of your

outreach and your image as a professional? How to become

the to-go-to person? How to build a name? How to

systematically build your network and become a leader?

The purpose of this session is to develop a sense of

independence and long-lasting self-confidence in the

employee. To let them see themselves as future creators,

reformers, and thought leaders, and give them tools to make

it all the way.

Session 6: Building a Brand As a Professional. How To

Become a Leader?
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We focus on building trust. Therefore, we keep the program

participants’ information confidential. It is important to us that the

employee feels understood, supported, and safe. We always end the

program by delivering a brief report to the employer and reviewing

the assessed progress made by the participant. However, we keep

the detailed personal information shared by the participant in

confidence.

THE CONFIDENTIALITY

CLAUSE
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